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Abbreviations
CNV

copy number variation

DQ

dosage quotient

IEM

Illumina Experiment Manager

IFU

instructions for use

MASTR multiplex amplification of specific targets for resequencing
NGS

next-generation-sequencing

RC

read count

RUO

For Research Use Only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

SNV

single-nucleotide-variation
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Product Description
The CNV Calculator is a client-side web application developed to identify or confirm the
presence or absence of copy number variations (CNVs) in SureMASTR assay-derived nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) data. The Calculator is provided for Illumina MiSeq system users
only. The automated analysis process facilitates assessment of the presence of CNVs in
germline SureMASTR assays. Individual sample results are provided in an online CNV results
output. This application replaces the existing CNV excel instructions for use (IFU) files that were
available upon request.
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Research Workflow
Web-based CNV analysis is available for a selected number of SureMASTR assays. These
SureMASTR assays contain either (1) a separate set of control amplicons per plex (located on
chromosomes different from the target genes) or (2) multiple amplicons on different
chromosomes per plex whereby the target amplicons on different chromosomes within the
plex are used as reference amplicons for CNV analysis. Importantly for CNV detection, all plexes
in all samples should be amplified under exactly the same conditions (i.e. same master reaction
mix and same PCR run) during the Multiplex and the Universal PCR reactions. CNV analysis
should be performed on samples within the same sequencing run.
Read count comparison between target and control (or reference) amplicons is performed to
calculate the dosage quotient (DQ) for amplicon i as described:

Where Normalized RC:

In case of separate control amplicons (1):


The “normalized read count” per sample is calculated per plex as the read count of the
amplicon of interest (RCi) divided by the sum of read counts of all control amplicons in the
respective plex.



The average of the “normalized read counts” for all samples is calculated.



The DQ is calculated as the “normalized read count” divided by the average of the
normalized read counts.

In case of target amplicons on different chromosomes (2):


The “normalized read count” per sample is calculated per plex as the read count of the
amplicon of interest (RCi) divided by the sum of read counts of the control (or reference)
amplicons on different chromosomes of the respective plex.



The average of the “normalized read counts” for all samples is calculated.



The DQ is calculated as the “normalized read count” divided by the average of the
normalized read counts.

A DQ ≥ 1.3 indicates that the corresponding genomic fragment is considered present in 3 copies
(duplication of one allele); a DQ ≤ 0.7 indicates the genomic fragment is considered to be
present in only 1 copy (deletion of one allele). When two or more subsequent amplicons are
marked as a deletion or a duplication, this is a strong indication of a CNV and these will be listed
as CNV results.
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NOTE

CNV analysis calculations are always made “per plex”. When amplifying many
samples or for SureMASTR assays with many plexes, try to combine as many
samples per plex within one PCR run.

NOTE

For the correct calculation of the “average normalized read count” (in the calculation
of the DQ as described above), the set of samples should meet the following
requirements:


Minimum 10 samples should be included per CNV analysis to
guarantee sufficient reference samples.



When using a set of reference samples known to have no CNV,
the libraries of these samples should be constructed together
with the samples with unknown CNV status.



Identical CNVs cannot be present in more than 15 % of the
samples of a sequencing run.

NOTE

Since polymorphisms in primer sites may lead to amplification of only one of the
alleles, resulting in a false positive DQ ≤ 0.5, a detected CNV is only considered to be
valid when 2 adjacent amplicons show a significantly altered DQ and/or when
confirmed by an independent method.

NOTE

Compared to single nucleotide variation (SNV) analysis, deeper sequencing is
required for CNV analysis. The minimal coverage recommended for Agilent’s
SureMASTR assays for CNV analysis in combination with an Illumina MiSeq system
is 200 read pairs per amplicon. Amplicons that do not reach this minimal coverage
will be marked in the CNV Calculator. For the SureMASTR PED, CNV analysis can
only be performed in combination with Illumina MiSeq Reagent Kit v3.
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CNV Analysis Pipeline
The CNV analysis pipeline consists of the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

Input information


Generate read count information for all samples



Assemble all other necessary information

Automated analysis pipeline


User upload and consistency check of the data



Filtering step 1 based on initial coverage data



Normalization of coverage data



Filtering step 2 based on normalized coverages and preliminary CNVs



CNV detection based on normalized coverage data

Output generation


Result tables can be downloaded as tab-delimited files

4.1 Input Information
The user input consists of coverage data for a single sequencing run and selection of a single
SureMASTR assay. This includes an AmpliconCoverage.tsv input file derived from the MiSeq
Reporter v2.5 or higher versions and the name of the SureMASTR assay.
To generate the input files using the MiSeq Reporter v2.5 or higher versions software, an
adapted CustomAmplicon Manifest file is necessary. The Amplicon Manifest files for these
SureMASTR assays are available on request by contact customer service.
Create a Sample Sheet with the Illumina Experiment Manager (IEM) software by following the
guidelines below:

NOTE

Use the latest version of the IEM software



On a Windows PC extract the files from ‘5993-0006_A1_SureMASTR SamplePrepKit for IEM
or MiSeq’.



Save the files at the following directories:


‘GenerateFASTQ.txt’ and ‘TruSeqAmplicon.txt’ at ...\Illumina\Illumina Experiment
Manager\Applications; overwrite the existing files.



SureMASTR
MID
1-192.txt’
Manager\SamplePrepKits.

at

...\Illumina\Illumina

Experiment



Open the IEM software.



Create the sample sheet.



For the Instrument Selection, choose ‘MiSeq’, click ‘Next’.



For the MiSeq Application Selection, choose ‘Targeted Resequencing’ (Category) and
‘TruSeq Amplicon’ (Application). Click ‘Next’.



Fill out the Workflow Parameters, with these specific settings:
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Reagent Cartridge Barcode



Library Prep Kit: select ‘SureMASTR MID 1-192’



Index Reads: select ‘2’



Read Type: select ‘Paired End’



Cycles Read 1: specified in the Assay Specification sheet, Section 6



Cycles Read 2: specified in the Assay Specification sheet, Section 6



Select the 3 ‘Custom Primers’ (Read 1, Index Read and Read 2).



Select both ‘Use Adapter Trimming’ boxes. Click ‘Next’.

Add rows to the Sample Sheet. Select Indexes from the list. Select the correct Amplicon
Manifest file. Click ‘Finish’ and save the Sample Sheet.

When the MiSeq run is finished, an AmpliconCoverage.tsv file per Amplicon Manifest file is
generated in the \Data\Intensities\BaseCalls\Alignment folder of the run, i.e. all samples
attributed to the same Amplicon Manifest file will be grouped in the same
AmpliconCoverage.tsv file. When combining different SureMASTR assays into one sequencing
run, select multiple Amplicon Manifest files and indicate the correct Amplicon Manifest file per
sample to allow different CNV analyses. All different SureMASTR assays within one run require
the use of an adapted Amplicon Manifest file, even when CNV analysis will be restricted to part
of the samples. Note that in case the Amplicon Manifest file of the wrong assay was attributed
to samples, this will result in no read counts for the amplicons and will lead to warnings (shown
by the exclamation marks) in the CNV Calculator analysis. CNV analyses in the CNV Calculator
are restricted per SureMASTR assay.
To requeue sequencing experiments previously run with the Manifest workflow with the
Amplicon Manifest workflow for CNV analysis in the MiSeq Reporter v2.5 software (or higher),
follow the guidelines below:


Copy the Manifest file into the correct run folder.



Replace the sample sheet in the run folder by the newly generated sample sheet (steps 17, as described above).



For the MiSeq Application Selection, either select the “requeue” checkbox of the run in the
analyses view and select “requeue” or go to the “samplesheet” tab of the run and select
“save and requeue”.



Upon completion of the run, the readcount files can be found in the Alignment folder of the
run. Per Amplicon Manifest file, one AmpliconCoverage_M1.tsv file is made.

Note upon requeueing experiments, FASTQ files are overwritten. When requeueing is performed
on a selected set of samples, FASTQ files of other samples disappear. It is therefore
recommended to requeue complete sequencing experiments.
The web-based CNV Calculator is available for a set of assays listed under the Assay drop down
menu. Contact customer service if you are interested in performing CNV analysis for other
Germline SureMASTR assays.
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4.2 Automated Analysis Pipeline

Figure 1: Automated Analysis pipeline: Terms of Use Pop Up

First select the assay (Click “Select”), import the “.tsv” files (use the button “select from your
computer”), and read the “Terms of Use”, that specify:


Agilent does not retain any data submitted through the CNV Calculator.



Customer shall use CNV Calculator with data obtained by following the procedure as
described in this Technical Guide and relevant assays protocols or instructions.



The CNV Calculator is provided a courtesy to Customer. “To the extent permitted by
applicable law, the CNV calculator is provided “as is” without warranties or conditions of any
kind, whether oral or written, expressed or implied. Agilent disclaims any implied warranties
or conditions of merchantability, satisfactory quality, non-infringement and fitness for a
particular purpose.”

Analyses can then be automatically started by clicking “Calculate CNVs”. A first analysis
includes filter steps on three different levels (sample, amplicon and sample data within a single
plex). The set of non-rejected amplicons and samples is subsequently used in the read count
normalization. After normalization, a second round of filtering is applied. Finally, DQ values and
CNVs are determined using the non-rejected amplicons.

4.3 Output Generation
The CNV Calculator application presents three tabs with information on the input and
automated analyses. Each tab can be downloaded to a separate text file.
The first tab (“Input”, Figure 2) contains a copy of the MiSeq reporter data
(AmpliconCoverage.tsv file) whereby amplicons are sorted according to their genomic position.
Rejected amplicons in the calculation are displayed in grey. Rejection reasons are marked with
a red exclamation mark and visible upon hovering (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Example of Input Tab

Figure 3: Example of Amplicon for Rejection

The second tab (“Dosage Quotient”, 4) contains the DQ values and shows the chromosome and
gene names for all amplicons. The background color of the normalized coverage depends on
the DQ value. All DQ values ≥ 1.3 are highlighted in blue while all DQ values ≤ 0.7 are highlighted
in red. A CNV is reported when two or more subsequent amplicons are marked as a deletion or
a duplication. All CNVs are highlighted (red bold font and border, Figure 4).

Figure 4: Example of Dosage Quotient Tab

The third tab (“CNV results”, 5) contains a list of all CNVs found by the CNV Calculator, ordered
per sample identifier. CNVs are defined when two or more subsequent amplicons are marked
as a deletion or duplication. DQ values are given for the deletions or duplications.
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Figure 5: Example of CNV Results Tab

Figure 6: Download Option

The CNV Calculator is available on: https://suremastrapps.agilent.com/cnv_calc/
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Version History
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Version

Description

A0

Initial version. Content is based on previous IFU515 v170867.
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